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Abstract In this paper, joint identification for structural systems, characterized by severe nonlinearities
(softening) in the constitutivemodel, is pursued via the Sigma-Point Kalman Filter (S-PKF) and the Particle
Filter (PF). Since a formal proof of the effects of softening in a stochastic structural system on the accuracy
and stability of the filters is still missing, we comparatively assess the performances of S-PKF and PF. We
show that the PF displays a higher convergence rate towards steady-statemodel calibrations and the S-PKF
is less sensitive to the measurement noise. Both S-PKF and PF are robust, even if they tend to get unstable
when a structural failure is triggered.
© 2012 Sharif University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Structural failures due to localized damaging/cracking pro-
cesses can be effectively modeled through nonlinear consti-
tutive laws featuring strength (and even elastic) degradation
beyond a critical threshold, namely, through softening (see
e.g. [1,2]). Accounting for the ongoing phenomena taking place
inside the structure, several nonlinear models have been pro-
posed for ductile metals [3–6], quasi-brittle ceramics and
concrete-like materials [7–9], and composites [10–13]. In the
last case, because of the microstructure, phenomenological
models describing the whole failure event, up to structural
collapse, require the tuning of a great number of constitutive
parameters; this can be achieved by purposely assuming the
structural state to be additional (time-varying) variables in need
of filtering (actually, tracking), and approaching theproblemac-
cording to joint system identification.
Simultaneous state tracking and model calibration for
stochastic dynamic systems are usually obtained via the Ex-
tended Kalman Filter (EKF) [14,15]. However, in the presence
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dation, the EKFmay become unstable [16–18]. To preserve filter
stability and converge toward steady-state estimates of model
parameters, several alternative approaches have been recently
proposed. Among them, the most interesting ones, from struc-
tural dynamics viewpoint, are the extended-iterated Kalman
filter [14,19], the dual extended Kalman filter [20,21], and the
unscented, or Sigma-Point Kalman Filter (S-PKF) [22–28]. The
first two filtering techniques were shown to perform better
than the EKF (see e.g. [21]), but they entail additional computa-
tional costs; hence, their use for e.g. on-line health monitoring
procedures looks prevented. On the contrary, the S-PKF displays
excellent performance also in highly noisy environments with-
out increasing the computational burden [29]. A key feature of
the S-PKF is that it avoids any Taylor series expansions of the
evolution equations (which are nonlinear due to the degrading
material properties caused by damage or crack growth), but in-
stead introduces a deterministic sampling of the statistical dis-
tribution of the system state, and eventually allows a nonlinear
evolution of each sample [22].
However, the S-PKF always assumes the initial probability
density function for each state variable to be Gaussian; this
assumption drives the aforementioned sampling scheme. If the
joint probability density function of state variables and model
parameters is not Gaussian, an approximation is obviously
introduced into the solution by the S-PKF. Even if the initial
distribution of the variables is Gaussian, in the case of
nonlinear state-space equations the distribution itself becomes
evier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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carried out on the use of Gaussian filtering to develop
algorithms for non Gaussian systems, but as the dimension
of state of the system increases, these methodologies become
computationally inefficient [30]. To assess the efficiency and
accuracy of the S-PKF, here we adopt a standard particle
filtering technique [31].
Aiming to develop a real-time health monitoring procedure
for composite structures experiencing delamination under
dynamic loadings [16,21], in this study, we focus on a single
Degree-Of-Freedom (DOF) structural system. Accounting for
a single DOF does not necessarily mean that the system has
to be constituted by a rigid block connected to the ground
via a spring and a dashpot. For instance, in [32], the authors
considered a specific loading condition to excite a single
vibration mode of a cantilever beam; hence, such an approach
can be generally extended to resonating structures and micro-
structures. The adoption of single DOF or simple systems to
study the performance and stability of filters can be traced back
to [33], where a linear evolution law was handled to assess
the asymptotic behavior of the EKF. Nonlinear evolution laws
and side constraints were then accounted for in e.g. [34,35].
Among the contributions more focused on the links between
the mechanical response of the system and the solution of joint
system identification problems, nonlinearities arising from
post-buckling or large deflection of beam-like structures and
characterizing Duffing oscillators were considered in [36–39].
In all the aforementioned studies, the mechanical response
of the system was assumed to be stable: the stiffness of
the spring, even when it depends on the current state, is
always positive. In this paper, we instead focus on the effects
on system identification of a degradation of the mechanical
properties leading to a negative tangent stiffness. This case
is extremely important for practical applications relevant to
composites, since the nucleation and subsequent propagation
of inner defects (like cracks or delamination) can eventually
cause the failure of the whole structure and need to be
prevented or foreseen. Since positive-definiteness of the
tangent stiffness (implicitly entering the system evolution
equations) and boundedness of the displacement (being part
of the state variables) do not hold true in the softening
regime, we investigate the links between system instability
and relevant constitutive model calibration to check whether
it gets affected by instability or at least error accumulation over
time. We comparatively present the outcomes of S-PKF and PF;
independently of the loading type and of the noise level, these
two filters are expected to outperform the EKF.
We actually show that the S-PKF behaves optimally as
for state tracking; even if the observed variable is diverging
because of a structural failure, the whole state of the system
can be accurately tracked. As far as the calibration of softening
material laws is concerned, outcomes diverge or at least get
biased by measurement errors in the diverging dynamics case.
We also show that the PF is a very robust scheme for the
investigated applications, and its convergence rate is slightly
better than that of the S-PKF, even if model calibration turns
out to be less accurate.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss the features of the single DOF system
here investigated, highlighting the possible links with filter
performance. In Section 3, we focus on filtering, specifically
discussing how the probability density function is sampled by
the PF and by the S-PKF. Section 4 presents a comparative
discussion on state tracking and model calibration obtainedFigure 1: Single degree-of-freedom structural system.
with the two filters. To show the impact of nonlinearities on
the results, we first study a linear system (considered as an
initial benchmark), and then move to a highly nonlinear case.
In Section 5, we present a discussion on the still open issues
of S-PKF and PF, and then provide an overview on possible
future developments. Appendix eventually reports analytical
details relevant to the effects of system instability on filtering
to discuss divergence causes in the presence of a spring failure.
2. Dynamic of single DOF systems
Previous studies (see e.g. [17]) showed that structural
effects may have a detrimental impact on filter performance,
specifically leading to poor model calibration. This happens
when the sensitivity of the observed state components to
constitutive parameters gets small (negligible, in principle)
because of the structural dynamics. Since identifiability of
nonlinear systems is still an open issue, in this work, we
purposely avoid mask effects caused by the dynamics of the
whole structure [17,19]. We therefore focus on a single DOF
system, constituted by a mass (or rigid block) connected to the
reference frame through a viscous damper and a spring (see
Figure 1). The equation of motion of the system then reads:
mu¨+ du˙+ r = q, (1)
wherem is the blockmass; d is the viscous damping coefficient;
r is the longitudinal force in the spring; q is the external load,
which may evolve in time; u, u˙ and u¨ are the displacement,
velocity and acceleration of the block, respectively. r can be a
nonlinear function of the displacement, u; in Figure 1, kt then
represents the tangent stiffness of the spring, i.e. kt = ∂r
∂u in
case of holonomic responses.
To assess the performance of the filters, we account for a
linear spring behavior according to:
r = ku, (2)
and a highly nonlinear, RFS-type [12,40,41] spring response,
governed by:
r = ku exp[−nu], (3)
where k now represents the initial stiffness of the spring, i.e.
k = kt(u = 0). In Eqs. (2) and (3), k and n are (at least partially)
unknown model parameters that need to be tuned in a noisy
environment.
The target spring responses relevant to Eqs. (2) and (3), to
be identified via the forthcoming pseudo-experimental tests,
are comparatively depicted in Figure 2. Relation (2) can be
used to model materials in the benchmarking elastic regime.
Relation (3) can instead describe the inception and subsequent
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growth of failure phenomena in the softening regime, beyond
the force peak. In fact, damaging and cracking processes in
quasi-brittle materials lead to a reduction in strength, i.e. of the
load-bearing capacity. Moreover, they also cause a reduction in
elastic properties. In the nonlinear constitutivemodel, shown in
Figure 2, under tensile loading, this is captured by a decreasing
slope of the unloading/reloading paths. In Section 4, we will
not account for this elastic degradation process, since from the
model identification viewpoint, this would require adding of
relevant internal variables to the state vector (see e.g. [23]).
The two spring responses introduced above have been
chosen in order to comparatively assess the outcomes of the
filters, especially in terms of tuning of the constitutive laws,
and to understand the impact of material nonlinearities on the
results. It was already reported in [18,23] that divergence of the
system (i.e. displacement of the mass unboundedly increasing
in time under the applied loading), due to spring failure, may
lead to unstable estimates of model parameters, diverging as
well.
3. Filtering
Aiming to calibrate the constitutive model and simultane-
ously track the whole state of the system, we adopt an ex-
plicit Newmark integration scheme to advance the solution of
Eq. (1) in the time interval, [t0 tN ] ∪Nti=1[tk−1 tk]. According to
a standard predictor-integrator-corrector splitting [42], within
the time step, [tk−1 tk], with1t = tk − tk−1, the scheme reads:
• Predictor:
u˜k = uk−1 +1tu˙k−1 +1t2

1
2
− β

u¨k−1, (4)
˜˙uk = u˙k−1 +1t(1− γ )u¨k−1. (5)
• Explicit integrator:
u¨k = 1m [qk − d
˜˙uk − r(u˜k)]. (6)
• Corrector:
uk = u˜k +1t2βu¨k, (7)
u˙k = ˜˙uk +1tγ u¨k, (8)where uk−1 = u(tk−1), uk = u(tk) and so on. The algorithmic
coefficients, β and γ , are set to β = 1/4 and γ = 1/2 (average
acceleration method, see [42]).
The above Newmark time-integration scheme allows us to
define the system state vector at time tk as:
zk = {uk u˙k u¨k}T, (9)
where T stands for transpose. Joint identification is then
obtained by introducing a so-called joint state vector, xk, which
collects vector zk and all the model parameters to be identified
and gathered by vector ϑk:
xk = {zk ϑk}T. (10)
In accordance with the contents of Section 2, ϑ collects, in
this study, the stiffness, k, and the further parameter, n, if the
exponential law is considered.
We now assume that state xk of the system, with initial
(at time t0) probability density p(x0), evolves within the time
step, [tk−1 tk], as a partially observed first-orderMarkovprocess,
according to the conditional probability density, p(xk|xk−1). The
observations, yk, at instant tk are assumed to be conditionally
independent, given the state, and are generated according
to the conditional probability density, p(yk|xk). In a noisy
environment, the state-space representation of the system thus
reads:
xk = f(xk−1, vk−1),
yk = h(xk,wk), (11)
where vk−1 is the process noise, and wk is the observation or
measurement noise. The state transition density, p(xk|xk−1),
is fully specified by the mapping, f, and by the process
noise distribution, p(vk), whereas h and observation noise
distribution p(wk) fully drive the observation likelihood,
p(yk|xk). Details on mapping f, relevant to the current
formulation and accounting for the spring responses in Eqs. (2)
and (3), are reported in Appendix.
In a Bayesian framework, the posterior density, p(xk|y1:k),
of the state, given all observations y1:k = {y1, y2, . . . , yk},
represents the complete solution to the sequential probabilistic
inference problem. Any optimal estimate of the state, such as
the conditional mean, xˆ = E[xk|y1:k] =

xkp(xk|y1:k)dxk, can
then be computed.
By making use of the Bayes rule and the dynamic state-
spacemodel of the system, the recursive update of the posterior
density becomes [43]:
p(xk|y1:k) = p(yk|xk)p(xk|y1:k−1)p(yk|y1:k−1) =
1
p(yk|y1:k−1)
×

δ(yk − h(xk,wk))p(vk)dvk
×

p(xk|xk−1)p(xk−1|y1:k−1)dxk−1, (12)
where δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function. The multi-
dimensional integrals in Eq. (12) are usually tractable for linear
Gaussian systems only. In this case, the closed-form solution
is given by the Kalman filter [44]. For nonlinear and/or non-
Gaussian systems, approximate solutions must be adopted to
compute the multi-dimensional integrals.
In what follows, to slightly simplify the problem and
to actually account for standard test set-ups, we assume a
linear relationship between observables yk and state vector xk,
governed by matrix H instead of mapping h (see [23]). If the
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mass, H turns out to be a Boolean matrix. Moreover, noises in
Relations (11) are considered to be additive, uncorrelatedwhite
and Gaussian processes, with zero mean and time-invariant
covariances, V andW [14,20].
3.1. Particle filtering
Sequential Monte-Carlo methods make no explicit assump-
tions concerning the form of the posterior density, p(xk|y1:k).
These methods approximate the Bayesian integrals in Eq. (12)
through finite sums, adopting a sequential importance sam-
pling on an adaptive stochastic grid. Within this frame, the PF
implements an optimal recursive Bayesian estimation by recur-
sively approximating the complete posterior state density. A
set of NP particles, x
(i)
k , drawn from the posterior distribution,
p(xk|y1:k), is used to map integrals according to:
p(xk|y1:k) ≈
NP
i=1
ω
(i)
k δ(xk − x(i)k ), (13)
where ω(i)k is the weight associated to particle x
(i)
k at time tk;
such weight defines the importance of particle x(i)k in approxi-
mating the posterior probability distribution of the state of the
system. Consequently, any expectations of the form E[g(xk)] =
g(xk)p(xk|y1:k)dxk, g being any given function, can be approx-
imated through E[g(xk)] ≈NPi=1 ω(i)k g(x(i)k ).
Since it is often impossible to sample particles x(i)k directly
from the unknown posterior density function, we make use of
importance sampling from a known, easy-to-sample, proposal
distribution, π(xk|y1:k). Under the assumptions that the states
correspond to a Markov process, and that the observations are
conditionally independent given the states, a recursive estimate
for the weights is derived as follows:
ω
(i)
k = ω(i)k−1
p(yk|x(i)k )p(xk|x(i)k−1)
π(xk|x(i)k−1, y1:k)
, (14)
where an appropriate choice of the proposal distribution,
π(xk|x(i)k−1, y1:k), needs to be given.
In [31], it was shown that the proposal distribution,
π(xk|xk−1, yk), minimizes the variance of the importance
weights, conditional on xk−1 and yk. Nonetheless, distribution
p(xk|xk−1), i.e. the transition prior, is the most popular choice
for the proposal distribution. In this paper, it has been assumed
to be a Gaussian probability density function, featuring V as the
covariance matrix. Once particles are generated through sam-
pling from the aforementioned probability density function,
they are assigned the relevant importance weights. Although
this procedure results in a Monte-Carlo variation higher than
that obtained using the optimal proposal, π(xk|xk−1, yk), the
importanceweights are easily updated by simply evaluating the
observation likelihood density, p(yk|xk), for the sampled parti-
cle set, through:
ω
(i)
k = ω(i)k−1p(yk|x(i)k ). (15)
The variance of these importance weights increases stochas-
tically over time [31]. After a few time steps, one of the nor-
malized importance weights tends to one, while the remaining
weights tend to zero. To address this rapid degeneracy, a re-
sampling stage may be applied to the ensemble of particles to
duplicate those with higher probability and discard those with
lower probability. This approach allows the filter to condenseTable 1: Particle filter.
• Initialization at t0:
xˆ0 = E[x0],
x(i)0 = xˆ0 i = 1, . . . ,NP ,
ω
(i)
0 = p(y0|x0).• At tk for k = 1, . . . ,Nt
(1) Draw particles:
x(i)k ∼ p(xˆk|x(i)k−1) i = 1, . . . ,NP .
(2) Evolve weights:
ω
(i)
k = ω(i)k−1p(yk|x(i)k ) i = 1, . . . ,NP .
(3) Resample according to algorithm 2 in [45].
(4) Compute expected value:
xˆk =NPi=1 ω(i)k x(i)k .
the cloud of particles around the peak probability zone(s). The
adopted PF is summarized in Table 1.
Within this frame, it is known that the estimation of
(time-invariant) model parameters leads to sample impover-
ishment [45,46].We then followhere the suggestion of [47] (see
also [46]) and consider model parameters to be algorithmically
time-varying state variables characterized by their own covari-
ance matrix and by a relevant process noise in the evolution
equations.
3.2. Sigma-point Kalman filtering
Similarly to particle filtering, the S-PKF introduces a trans-
formation for the statistics based on a sampling scheme. The
sampled values, x(i)k−1, are now called sigma-points; they obvi-
ously evolve within the time step according to the fully nonlin-
ear system dynamics, and allow the posterior distribution to be
computed via a weighted sum [30]. Even if the sampling proce-
duremuch resembles that of the PF, sigma-points are determin-
istically deployed around the current expected state (see [22])
so as to maximize the accuracy with a small set of trials. The
aforementioned deterministic drawing of the sigma-points is
characterized by stationary values of the relevant weights, and
by a spreading over the state space governed by the current co-
variance matrix, Pk−1. In [30], an explanation on how integrals
like those appearing in Eq. (12) are handled by the S-PKF is pro-
vided within the frame of Gaussian filtering.
The S-PKF [22,29,48,49] is detailed in Table 2. Here, χ (i) and
χ ⋆(i) are the weights adopted in the merging stage at the end of
the time step to build the mean and covariance of the current
state (subscript k is here dropped due to the time-invariance of
the weights).
To avoid an excessive spreading of samples around the
current mean, xˆk−1 [22], we adopt the so-called scaled
unscented transformation [25,50]. TheNSP+1 sigma-points are
symmetrically deployed around xˆk−1 according to (see Table 2):
1x(0)k−1 = 0,
1x(i)k−1 = ±ψ

Pk−11(i) i = 1, . . . ,NSP, (16)
where ψ is a scaling parameter, and 1(i) is the i-th unit vector
in the state space.
To enhance the filter performance, the scaling coefficient,ψ ,
needs to be carefully tuned [22,25]. In [25], an upper bound on
ψ at time t0 was provided on the basis of available bounds on
model parameters (if any). Anyhow, a way to optimally set its
value has not yet been devised.
According to the theoretical frames discussed, e.g. in [51–
53], both PF and S-PKF are expected to work properly in the
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• Initialization at t0:
xˆ0 = E[x0],
P0 = E[(x0 − xˆ0) (x0 − xˆ0)T],
• At tk , for k = 1, . . . ,Nt .
(1) Predictor phase:
x(i)k−1 = xˆk−1 +1x(i)k−1 i = 0, . . . ,NSP ,
x(i)k = f(x(i)k−1),
xˆ−k =
NSP
i=0 χ (i)x
(i)
k ,
P−k = R−k + V,
where:
R−k =
NSP
i=0 χ ⋆(i)(x
(i)
k − xˆ−k ) (x(i)k − xˆ−k )T .
(2) Corrector phase:
xˆk = xˆ−k + GUk (yk − Hxˆ−k ),
Pk = P−k − GUk HR−k ,
where
GUk = R−k HT(HR−k HT +W)−1 ,
linear case. Instead, in the softening regime, some of the basic
assumptions in the aforementioned proofs do not hold true,
and model parameter estimates can get biased. To provide a
thorough explanation of the links between softening and filter
performance, an analysis is reported in Appendix.
4. Results
Results here presented are related to, so-called, pseudo-
experimental tests. In the absence of real experimental data
concerning the dynamics of the structural system, pseudo-
experimental tests consist of running (direct) analyses based
on the known or target values of model parameters, and then
adding a white noise of assigned variance to the outcomes.
This numerical procedure allows scatteredmeasurements to be
obtained and used to feed the filters.
In all the simulations, the applied load, q (see Eq. (1)), has
been assumed to monotonically grow in time according to:
q = 0.5+ 0.0075t (N), (17)
(see also [18]). Since the mass is initially at rest, this increasing
loading allows the nonlinear system (see Figure 2) to be stable
up to t ≈ 150 s; beyond this threshold, spring fails (i.e. the
transmitted force vanishes), and the displacement, u, tends to
diverge (i.e. the mass almost freely flies-off). The estimates
provided by the filters may therefore be affected by the
diverging displacement, and hence by the impoverishment of
the information brought by measurements.
In the analyses, damping has been disregarded (i.e. d = 0,
see Eq. (1)), whilemass has been assumed asm = 9.72Ns2/mm
(see [18]). Measurements are assumed to consist of the current
mass displacement only. Two levels of measurement noise
have been considered: a low-noise level, characterized by a
standard deviation of the scattered measured displacements,
w = 0.01 mm (W = 10−4 mm2), and a high-noise level char-
acterized instead byw = 0.05 mm (W = 2.5 · 10−3 mm2). Be-
cause of the initial conditions, in the simulations we have
adopted zˆ0 = {0 0 q0m }T. Dealing with pseudo-experimental
tests, the system evolution equations can be assumed affected
by small errors (see also [34]). On the basis of the a-priori
knowledge about model parameter values, we have considered
entries in ϑˆ0 to vary in the range between 50% and 150%
of the target values; accordingly, entries of P0 (as for the
S-PKF), assumed to be diagonal, or properties of the initial
statistical distributions p(x0) (as for the PF), assumed to be
uncorrelated, have been set to allow convergence towardtarget parameter values. To speed-up the convergence of the
unobservable parameter(s) in the stable dynamic regime, the
relevant variances have been then increased (typically by a
factor 100; see [54]). As far as PF is concerned, we have run
the analyses adoptingNP = 500 particles in all cases.While this
turns out to be excessively time consuming in the linear case
(where a set smaller by an order of magnitude can be enough to
provide accurate results; see e.g. [39]), it becomes mandatory
in the softening case to guarantee the same level of accuracy of
the S-PKF prior to divergence.
Starting with the linear system, results relevant to the
tracking of the whole state (i.e. of u, u˙ and u¨) are reported in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively, referring to the low- and high-
noise cases. In all the plots, the dashed line represents the target
system response, the orange squared symbols are the discrete-
time estimations furnished by the filters, and the blue circular
symbols stand for the measurements (that, we recall, consist of
displacement values only). By comparing the performances of
the two filters, the plots prove that both S-PKF and PF correctly
capture the actual dynamics of the system independently of
the noise level. A closer look at the results, anyhow, shows
that the S-PKF provides a slightly more accurate tracking, since
scattering of estimates around the target response is almost
negligible.
Spring model calibration, shown in Figure 5 for the two
considered noise levels, once again proves that the S-PKF is
slightly more accurate than the PF. While both filters lead to
unbiased, almost-stationary estimates of the spring stiffness,
k, long-term oscillations are much smaller in magnitude if
the S-PKF is adopted. None of the two filters provides biased
estimates due to accumulation of errors over time. Looking at
the short-termvariation of the estimates, it appears instead that
the PF shows a superior convergence rate towards the target
value of k, even though the aforementioned oscillations set in
and reduce the overall accuracy.
Moving now to the nonlinear system, Figure 6 depicts the
performances of the two filters in terms of state tracking, in
the high-noise environment. Both S-PKF and PF accurately track
state evolution, even in the unstable regime (beyond t ≈ 150 s)
characterized by a diverging u after spring failure. As in the
linear case, S-PKF provides more accurate outcomes, perfectly
matching system dynamics.
An intriguing feature of the nonlinear case, related to
model calibration (i.e. to the identification of k and n in Eq.
(3)), is shown in Figure 7. Estimates rapidly converge to the
target values, independently of the initialization guess. Stable
oscillations around the targets, like those shown in the linear
case, are still present, especially when the PF is adopted. As
soon as the system stability threshold is approached, wild
oscillations of increasing amplitude set in, eventually leading
to biased (or even diverging) model calibration. For one of the
initializations adopted in Figure 7, the behavior of the PF is
depicted in Figure 8 in terms of current values of the importance
weights, ω(i)k , of all the particles, before resampling. For ease of
presentation, results are reported with projections onto k and
n parameter axes independently, even though they are linked
to a single set of particles. Before divergence, the values of
the weights are almost always higher in a region around (and
close to) the target parameters. Once divergence is triggered,
the filter is not able to provide higher importance to particles
close to the target, and the distribution of the weights along k
and n axes gets flat.
The aforementioned response of both filters cannot be
obviously caused by the increased variances adopted in P0 and
S. Eftekhar Azam et al. / Scientia Iranica, Transactions A: Civil Engineering 19 (2012) 982–991 987Figure 3: Linear spring model, low-noise case. Comparison between target (dashed lines) and tracked (orange squared symbols) system responses in terms of (top
row) displacement u, (middle row) velocity u˙, and (bottom row) acceleration u¨. Results obtained using (left column) S-PKF, and (right column) PF.Figure 4: Linear spring model, high-noise case. Comparison between target (dashed lines) and tracked (orange squared symbols) system responses in terms of (top
row) displacement u, (middle row) velocity u˙, and (bottom row) acceleration u¨. Results obtained using (left column) S-PKF, and (right column) PF.p(x0) for model parameters. As said, upscaling is adopted only
to speed-up the convergence toward the target values, which
actually takes place in the stable regime of system dynamics. In
this case, divergence is therefore due to softening.Hence, in the softening regime accurate tracking of the
partially observed state does not guarantee that unbiased
estimates of model parameters, which cannot be observed at
all, can be obtained with the two filters.
988 S. Eftekhar Azam et al. / Scientia Iranica, Transactions A: Civil Engineering 19 (2012) 982–991Figure 5: Linear spring model (target k¯ = 3.27 N/mm [18]). Comparison between time evolutions of the estimated spring stiffness k at varying initialization values
provided by S-PKF (continuous black lines) and PF (dashed orange lines). (a) Low-noise case; and (b) high-noise case.Figure 6: Exponential-softening spring model, high-noise case. Comparison between target (dashed lines) and tracked (orange squared symbols) system responses
in terms of (top row) displacement u, (middle row) velocity u˙, (bottom row) and acceleration u¨. Results obtained using (left column) S-PKF, and (right column) PF.Figure 7: Exponential-softening spring model (target k¯ = 8.8888 N/mm, n¯ = 2.1739 mm−1 [18]), high-noise case. Comparison between time evolutions of the
estimated model parameters (a) k and (b) n at varying initialization values provided by S-PKF (continuous black lines) and PF (dashed orange lines).5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have comparatively assessed the perfor-
mances of the sigma-point Kalman filter and of a standard par-
ticle filter. Aiming to develop a real-time health monitoring
procedure for (composite) structures experiencing damaging
processes caused by external actions, these two filters lookappropriate since they do not entail excessive computational
costs and can be parallelized (see e.g. [55,56]). Moreover, in-
stead of the step-by-step linearization of the system evolution
equations characterizing the extended Kalman filter, they ex-
ploit the statistical distribution of the state to draw samples
(realizations) that subsequently evolve in time according to the
true nonlinear system dynamics.
S. Eftekhar Azam et al. / Scientia Iranica, Transactions A: Civil Engineering 19 (2012) 982–991 989Figure 8: Exponential-softening spring model (target k¯ = 8.8888 N/mm, n¯ = 2.1739 mm−1 [18]), high-noise case. Time evolution of the importance weights ω(i)k ,
associated to the position of particles along the (a) k and (b) n axes.We have shown that, independently of the level of the
noise affecting measurements, the filters accurately track
the whole (partially observed) state. If the system behaves
linearly, constitutive parameters are also perfectly tuned; if the
system is instead affected by a reducing load-carrying capacity
because of ongoing damaging or cracking processes, the filters
efficiently provide model calibration only if displacements (i.e.
observables) are not diverging. Moreover, while the PF displays
a higher convergence rate towards (quasi) steady-state model
parameter estimates, the S-PKF provides more accurate model
calibrations independently of nonlinear effects.
Since the understanding of the effects of stability of the
structural system on the performance of two filters requires
additional investigations, in future work, we will provide a
comparison with Monte Carlo simulations to assess the consis-
tency and information content [57] of the estimates provided,
to eventually highlight the actual reasons of fluctuating or even
diverging constitutive calibrations.
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Appendix
A.1. Structural stability vs filter stability
The aim of this Appendix is to provide an explanation of
why in the presence of softening we test the stability of filters
or, alternatively, the convergence toward unbiased estimates
of model parameters through numerical simulations, without
resorting to the results of established theoretical analyses.
We first consider the S-PKF, which shares many features
with EKF and also some details of the proof of stability.
Specifically referring to [51,52], use is made of the Jacobian
of the nonlinear evolution equations (even though it is not
handled by the S-PKF). We explicitly write the state mapping
f in Eq. (11)1 as:
xk =

uk
u˙k
u¨k
ϑk
 = f(xk−1)+ vk−1
=

fu(xk−1)
fu˙(xk−1)
fu¨(xk−1)
ϑk−1
+ vk−1, (A.1)where scalar functions fu, fu˙ and fu¨ implicitly gather Eqs. (4)–(8).
As in Section 3, process noise vk−1 is assumed to be an additive
term. The Jacobian of the state mapping in the exponential
constitutive law case thus reads:
Fk−1 = ∂f
∂x

xˆk−1
=

∂ fu
∂uk−1
∂ fu
∂ u˙k−1
∂ fu
∂ u˙k−1
∂ fu
∂kk−1
∂ fu
∂nk−1
∂ fu˙
∂uk−1
∂ fu˙
∂ u˙k−1
∂ fu˙
∂ u˙k−1
∂ fu˙
∂kk−1
∂ fu˙
∂nk−1
∂ fu¨
∂uk−1
∂ fu¨
∂ u˙k−1
∂ fu¨
∂ u˙k−1
∂ fu¨
∂kk−1
∂ fu¨
∂nk−1
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

, (A.2)
where:
∂ fu
∂uk−1
= 1+ β1t2 ∂ u¨k
∂uk−1
,
∂ fu
∂ u˙k−1
= 1t + β1t2 ∂ u¨k
∂ u˙k−1
,
∂ fu
∂ u¨k−1
=

1
2
− β

1t2 + β1t2 ∂ u¨k
∂ u¨k−1
,
∂ fu
∂kk−1
= β1t2 ∂ u¨k
∂kk−1
,
∂ fu
∂nk−1
= β1t2 ∂ u¨k
∂nk−1
,
∂ fu˙
∂uk−1
= γ1t ∂ u¨k
∂uk−1
,
∂ fu˙
∂ u˙k−1
= 1+ γ1t ∂ u¨k
∂ u˙k−1
,
∂ fu˙
∂ u¨k−1
= (1− γ )1t + γ1t ∂ u¨k
∂ u¨k−1
,
∂ fu˙
∂kk−1
= γ1t ∂ u¨k
∂kk−1
,
∂ fu˙
∂nk−1
= γ1t ∂ u¨k
∂nk−1
,
∂ fu˙
∂uk−1
= ∂ u¨k
∂uk−1
,
∂ fu¨
∂ u˙k−1
= ∂ u¨k
∂ u˙k−1
,
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∂ u¨k−1
= ∂ u¨k
∂ u¨k−1
,
∂ fu¨
∂kk−1
= ∂ u¨k
∂kk−1
,
∂ fu¨
∂nk−1
= ∂ u¨k
∂nk−1
,
and:
∂ u¨k
∂uk−1
= 1
m

−∂r(u˜k)
∂ u˜k

,
∂ u¨k
∂ u˙k−1
= 1
m

−d−1t ∂r(u˜k)
∂ u˜k

,
∂ u¨k
∂ u¨k−1
= 1
m

−d(1− γ )1t −

1
2
− β

1t2
∂r(u˜k)
∂ u˜k

,
∂ u¨k
∂kk−1
= 1
m

−∂r(u˜k)
∂kk−1

,
∂ u¨k
∂nk−1
= 1
m

−∂r(u˜k)
∂nk−1

.
Eventually, the constitutive derivatives are:
∂r(u˜k)
∂ u˜k
= kk−1(1− nk−1u˜k) exp[−nk−1u˜k],
∂r(u˜k)
∂kk−1
= u˜k exp[−nk−1u˜k],
∂r(u˜k)
∂nk−1
= −kk−1u˜2k exp[−nk−1u˜k].
In the case of the linear spring model, the last row and last
column of matrix Fk−1 in Eq. (A.2) have to be dropped, and
nk−1 = 0 needs to be adopted in all the remaining entries.
According to the preceding derivation, the determinant of
the Jacobian matrix is:
det(Fk−1) = ∂ fu
∂uk−1
∂ fu˙
∂ u˙k−1
∂ fu¨
∂ u¨k−1
+ ∂ fu
∂ u˙k−1
∂ fu˙
∂ u¨k−1
∂ fu¨
∂uk−1
+ ∂ fu
∂ u¨k−1
∂ fu˙
∂uk−1
∂ fu˙
∂ u˙k−1
− ∂ fu
∂ u¨k−1
∂ fu˙
∂ u˙k−1
∂ fu˙
∂uk−1
− ∂ fu
∂uk−1
∂ fu˙
∂ u¨k−1
∂ fu¨
∂ u˙k−1
− ∂ fu
∂ u˙k−1
∂ fu˙
∂uk−1
∂ fu¨
∂ u¨k−1
. (A.3)
In [51,52], necessary conditions to assure the stability of
filtering are the positive-definiteness and the boundedness
of Fk−1. In case of softening, the tangent stiffness, ∂r(u˜k)∂ u˜k , of
the spring becomes negative (meaning that the longitudinal
force inside the spring is decreasing when the elongation is
increasing), and this affects terms of Fk−1 so that the Jacobian
may lose positive-definiteness. Moreover, since the system
becomes unstable and displacement diverges once softening
is incepted (we recall that from a structural mechanics
viewpoint this means that the system is failing), entries of
Fk−1 grow in time. This growth detrimentally affects the
error performance of the S-PKF [52]. Such phenomenon can
explain the fluctuations in the estimates of (unobserved)model
parameters, which do not showup in the linear case and instead
set in once the spring enters into the softening regime, even
before system divergence.
We now move to the PF case. It was proven that PF allows,
as NP → ∞, to approach the actual evolution of the statistical
distribution of the state within the time step; this happens if
some boundedness and positive definiteness properties of theevolution itself are met (see [53]). In the presence of softening,
such conditionsmay not be attained, leading to the fluctuations
of model parameter estimates. It is worth pointing out that the
whole solution provided by the filter is not diverging, since
the (partially observed) structural state is actually predicted
without bias (see Section 4).Moreover, this filter response turns
out to be triggered by softening, since it cannot be seen in either
the linear or nonlinear cases, prior to transition to the unstable
spring behavior.
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